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Indonesia receive manual and online submit PVP appication
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The applicant can access PVP services at web portal

http://simpel.pertanian.go.id/ or with URL
https://ap1.pertanian.go.id/pvt/



1. activation

click



1. NPWP (Number of tax registration)
2. Choose the option for applicant type (company, gov.

Institution, PVP consultant, University, and individual
breeder)

3. Name of company based on the type of apllicant
4. Person in charge
5. Active email address
6. Province based on ID citizen
7. City based on ID citizen
8. Regional Distric based on ID citizen
9. Distric based on ID citizen
10. Full Address based on ID citizen
11. Postal code based on ID citizenclick



2. Filling PVP application

click

KLIK



KLIK

click



UPLOAD

Mandatory to fill



TIMELINE



Notes for document
repair



UPLOAD slot
for corrected
documents



Why we need new application?

Exist online PVP application is in php 5.4 program vulnerable to cyber attack end
of June 2022 got hack has been restore and applicants data is save, but still
vulnerable

New advance PVP application is needed



Customer - Quisioner result
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Most applicants say it was easy
application as needed

But some features need improvement
such as:

Data entry
Timeline
Documents upload slot
etc



Why we need new application?

Unattractive interface display
log in access not automatic (we have to )



Many feature are not perfect/ complete
Slow speed
Capacity of up loading documents are small (maks 10 mb)
Unavaliabe web form for the application form documen
Some output were not attached with signature
All documens can be open by all PVP examiner no priviledge
No prone to missing dateline
No feature for denomination checking
Unconnected with annual fee application

Why we need new application?



Flow chart are not compatible with the
prosedur

Our time line was stop at announment process.
we have to reject the process and ask the applicant re
apply with uploading dus test requirement letter.
our admin staf will proceed the process

Why we need new application?



Notes :
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1. Online application necesary to answer modernization demands, but
Indonesia still receive manual submit (based paper) application, because
it is stated in the PVP law.

2. The cyber attack does not delete all data, applicants data is still safe &
the application documents PVP application were backed up.

3. We planning to put the announcement of candidat variety and statistical
data of PVP in our new application it can be acces for public.

4. The application will be in BAHASA (Indonesia) language.
Applicants form aboard will need PVP consultant assistancy.

5. Will be added with feature for PVP annual fee payment
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